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IRS Terror Tale of the Month

As of writing this, Roslyn and I have just returned
from our Marketing and Sales Confidence-Building,
Boot Camp for IRS Problem Solvers. This was
our first-ever live event, and it was a hit! About
150 people attended, from both ends of the IRS
problem-solving spectrum: Some of our guests
were just starting out, while others had been in the
business as long as I have. Of the 150 guests, most
were already our members who said they’d never
experienced an event like this before.

FORMER STARLET CAN’T GET HER sTORI STRAIGHT
Former “Beverly Hills, 90210” starlet Tori Spelling
says she’s doing fine. In fact, she was adamant
about it in a March 2016 interview with People
Magazine.

In the past, Spelling has supposedly claimed
financial hardship for herself and husband Dean
McDermott. Other sources report the SpellingMcDermott household has burned through $18
million in the last few years. But the claims made in
Spelling’s 2009 memoir, “sTORI Telling,” recounted
her problems with overspending.
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Marketing and Sales in San Antonio

IRS Terror Tale of the Month

“We’re not bankrupt. We’re not struggling. We’re
fine! Kid’s good. Family’s good. I’m healthy.
Finance’s good,” she said. That answer was in
response to a question about the lawsuit American
Express filed against her in January, just a few
months before. The actress accumulated over
$37,000 in debt and later failed to make the
minimum $1,400 payments.

NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
2016

We set up our event different from the typical IRS
Problem Solver boot camp or conference. A lot
of people teach marketing, but few teach sales. I
taught for most of the two days, and I showed the
group not only the best tools for marketing, but I
went into a deep-dive of the sales process, which
included how to get someone to show up to their
appointment, how to actually close the sale stepby-step, and how to get a prospect to pay your
fees upfront. I also did some prospect-objection
role-playing so attendees could see the lessons in
action. Everyone also received a playbook so they
could not only write down what they were learning,
but also fill in particular forms that pertained
specifically to their business.
And more than marketing and sales lessons, we
gave our guests tools and the confidence to use
them. By the end of each session, people learned
new gems of knowledge and experienced lots of
“ah-ha!” moments.

Spelling clarified the misinterpretation of her
finances: “It was one chapter,” she said. “I thought
I was being relatable, talking about how celebrities
go through financial struggles too … We’re not
perfect. We have made a lot of choices financially,
with real estate, that didn’t work out.” But despite
having said, since then, that she and her family

» Continued on page 2 ...
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What I enjoyed most about the event was how
interactive it was. Some of my Mastermind
members volunteered to field questions from the
audience — which inspired several people to join
our Mastermind group!
While we know fun isn’t always my strong suit, it
was great to have Roslyn at the event. Not only
did she make sure the event went off without a
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hitch, but she also made the event fun. If you know
Roslyn, you know fun is one of the things she does
best. Being on the San Antonio River Walk gave
everyone easy access to dining, shopping, and
entertainment.
As with any events, Roslyn, Becky, Sue, and I
loved meeting our members in person. We got
to know them more, and they got to know each
other! The event was a wonderful way to network.
It affirmed to our members, especially during our
members-only luncheon, that they were not alone,
and they could use our wide network for support
and accountability. In the coming years, we’d like
to incorporate more of that interaction. I’d like to
bring in more speakers and do more role-playing.
The format of the event will remain intact, but we’ll
change just enough to keep adding value for our
guests.
Now that we’ve wrapped up our big event, I
want to remind everyone to not get discouraged
when business slows down over the upcoming
holiday season — when even the IRS takes a
break and functions with a skeleton crew — and
especially don’t take your foot off the marketing
gas pedal during tax season. We often hear of
people embarking on marketing campaigns, just
to stop and have to start over later, which is a
huge mistake. Stay the course and keep powering
through.
Thanks to everyone who attended our
confidence-building boot camp. Our next big
event, which we host with the American Society
of Tax Problem Solvers, called the Marketing
and Technology Extravaganza in January, more
information to follow. I hope to see
you all there!

– Michael Rozbruch
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Michael and I joined a new mastermind group called the
Genius Network. This is a different setting than what
we’ve attended in the past. First off, it’s a larger group of
about 250 people, with meetings taking place all year.
Members sign up for three meetings that are capped at
approximately 50 people. There’s one big annual event
that everyone can attend. Instead of the traditional “hot
seat” format, this is more of a one person facilitating
interactive group participation, with a few smaller
breakout groups, sprinkled in with 10-Minute Talks led by
different members during the day.
The best part of this mastermind is that it’s comprised of
some of the most successful entrepreneurs in the world!
I kid you not — Richard Branson of Virgin Airlines is one
of the members! Most likely he won’t be at any of the
smaller meetings Michael and I will be attending, but
he’s spoken at the annual event.
With that said, I wanted to share what one person
told the group that I found to be enlightening. I can’t
remember who said it, but this man shared his insight
about a problem we all face in our lives — not having
enough time to do all the things on our to-do list. It’s
impossible to accomplish everything on our lists, so we
try and prioritize the order of importance of what to
execute in our work and personal life.
This man gave an analogy that gave me a new way of
looking at how I prioritize my lists. To paraphrase, he
said that if you have a bowl and you want to fill it with
as many rocks as possible, it’s easier to put the larger
rocks in first and the smaller ones in after because if
you put the small rocks in first, it will be impossible to
fit the larger rocks in after. He compared this statement

AS I SEE IT
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with our busy lives, saying sometimes we focus on the
small things that aren’t as important and run out of time
for the bigger, more important things we need or want
to do. For example: exercising. Exercising is one of the
hardest habits to incorporate in life. It’s very important
to maintain a healthy lifestyle, but most of us never have
time for it because we are so busy. But if it becomes a
big rock in our life, we will set aside time for it first, and
those other less important things, like reading emails,
can be done after.
What he said isn’t anything new, but more like an old
problem with a new and different perspective. For me,
thinking about what my big rocks are that need to come
first somehow inspired me to be more specific in looking
at what’s important to me as a rock that needs to go
in my bowl first. What about you? What are the big
rocks in your work and personal life? Can you make a
commitment to yourself to put them in your bowl first?

– Roslyn Rozbruch

IRS Terror Tale continued ...

are not in financial hot water, the federal government
says otherwise.
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This past August, Roz Strategies hos
ted our first
ever Marketing and Sales Confide
nce-Building Boot
Camp for IRS Problem Solvers, in San
Antonio, Texas.
It was a big hit! We had close to 150
attendees!
Mostly, Michael taught from the stag
e, showing
everyone how to implement his syst
ems and what
to do first, second, and third. It was
such a big
success, and we received such grea
t feedback that
we decided to do this again next
August, in 2017.
Here are some pictures from the eve
nt:

Spelling and McDermott owe nearly a combined
$1,000,000 in back taxes; they are currently facing
a tax lien from the state of California worth over
$259,000. And the couple was recently slapped with
back taxes from the federal government — a grand
total of over $707,000 in unpaid taxes from 2014.
It seems Spelling and McDermott need to make
a decision when it comes to deciding the state of
their finances! Spelling claims the family has enough
money coming in, but in the last year, Spelling has

Patrick Murphy
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Michael’s One Call Close Strategy.

been spotted shopping at discount stores — where
her credit cards have been denied. Meanwhile, her
scripted and reality shows are under threat of more
lawsuits and cancellations. Unresolved taxes and
lawsuits spell trouble for Spelling and company.

Members Carletta Price and Charles
Montecino.

Roslyn and Michael.

A view from the front of the room …
packed house!
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:

HOW TO MAKE CONTENT THAT ACTUALLY

MEET DEAPHALIS AND THELMA SAMPLE

Today’s world keeps us
all busy, but married
couple and business
partners Deaphalis and
Thelma Sample are more
than just busy — they
are accomplished in
many areas of their life.
They have over 10 years’
experience in the tax
resolution industry. Six
of those are as owners of
their own company.

He said that using Michael’s successful tag line,
“Be a Man” (or a woman), for his radio ads has also
worked really well for them. Having a strong sales
background has been helpful in negotiating with
the IRS, and they recently settled a case where their
client owed $300,000 from a previously owned
business. They settled his debt for $700!

Like many in the industry,
Thelma and Deaphalis
were attracted to IRS
representation because
they like helping people. Where many in the tax
resolution industry have challenges with marketing
and sales, the Samples have a combination of over
50 years’ experience in this area, and having clients
send in their documentation proved to be a bigger
business challenge for them. Although, Deaphalis
said working together as husband and wife can be
challenging sometimes, too.
When asked what’s working best in their practice,
Deaphalis said, “We now have a system in place.”

Both Thelma and Deaphalis like helping others outside
of tax resolution, and along that line, they’ve both
co-authored inspirational books. Thelma co-authored
“Ignite Your Life” with international motivational
speaker Brian Tracy, and Deaphalis co-authored “The
Road to Success” with best-selling author of “Chicken
Soup for the Soul,” Jack Canfield. Soon, they will both
be inducted into the National Academy of Best-Selling
Authors, and they are going to the Thought Leader
Summit in Hollywood to accept their Quilly Award,
where Thelma will be a keynote speaker.
Besides owning a business, writing books, and
helping others, Thelma and Deaphalis are busy
keeping up with their 9 children, ages ranging from
11 to 25. But even with a busy schedule, the couple
makes sure to schedule downtime for each other.
One of their favorite things to do on the weekend
is to ride around their town in Texas on their Harley
Davidson.

GETS RESULTS
UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY
We’re living in a golden age of content, from blogs
to press releases, newsletters to white papers, and
social media posts to landing pages. You hear all
about the amazing results some companies are
seeing from their content, with dozens of qualified
leads landing in their laps every month.
So why doesn’t it seem to be working like that for
you? You know a lot about tax resolution, and you
have years of firsthand experience. You understand
what your clients need and offer a great service that
helps them. But something seems to be missing!
The reason your content may not be resonating with
your target audience is because you’re not thinking
strategically about how far along your buyers or
prospects are in the Buyer’s Journey when you
produce content.
What is the Prospect’s/Buyer’s Journey?
You may know your audience well, but are you
tailoring your content deliberately to the proper
stage of the Buyer’s Journey? As a refresher,
Hubspot defines the three-stage Buyer’s Journey
like this:

SHOUT OUTS!

Awareness Stage » Consideration Stage »
Decision Stage
In the Awareness Stage, you know you have a
problem, but you don’t have a clue what sort of
solution you need yet. In the Consideration Stage,
you’ve defined the kind of solution you need. Lastly,
in the Decision Stage, you’re
making up your mind about
the best provider to buy
from for a solution.
rt Helble.

Member Robe
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.
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Here’s an example. You’ve just
received a threatening
collection notice form the
IRS. They say you owe
them a significant
amount of money
and that you
need to pay

them, in full, by a certain date. You know that’s
impossible. You also know that if you don’t pay
them, the IRS will eventually start to garnish your
wages, levy your bank account, and potentially seize
other assets. You know you have a problem — you’re
in the Awareness Stage — so you start searching
the web for solutions on how to resolve your IRS tax
issue without losing everything you have.
Now you’re in the Consideration Stage. Your research
has suggested that there are many companies that
can help you resolve your IRS problem through an
offer in compromise, an installment agreement, and
other alternatives — while being “protected” from the
IRS at the same time. That’s the solution you’ve been
looking for!
But now, in the Decision Stage, you want to research
the various firms that offer IRS representation
services to figure out which one is the best choice
for you. This is when you want to see testimonials
and case studies that show why to pick one solution
over any others.
Producing the Right Content for Your Buyers
Simply being familiar with the different stages
in your prospect’s journey can help you make
smarter decisions about the content you produce.
For instance, when you’re brainstorming content
for your blog or newsletter, you can include some
articles that provide general information about
the kinds of problems your customers are facing,
some articles that go more in-depth about specific
solutions, and some testimonials or case studies
that remind them why your practice is a good
one to work with. The Tax Resolution
Times monthly done-for-you
newsletter we provide, as part of
your membership, does just that!
Ultimately, you should never write
content just for the sake of writing
something. It’s always crucial to have a person
in mind who you’re writing to, and knowing which
stage of the buyer’s journey you’re writing for is a
key part of that process.
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